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PRACTICALLY PERFECT
Clever design inclusions have brought new warmth and
a wonderful, user-friendly feel to this Sydney home.
STORY Sarah Pickette | STYLI N G Jackie Brown | P H OTOGRA P H Y Maree Homer

DECK The builder on this project, TPS & Co Construction, made the western red cedar privacy screens. Bench seat in
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Sunbrella fabric, custom made for Studio Trio. Umomoku outdoor armchair, Stylecraft. Glassware from Maison
Balzac sits on a Bamileke table from Craft Enterprises. Planter, The Balcony Garden.
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THE PALETTE
Dulux Mcginley (joinery)

Dulux Black Caviar (island)

Dulux Natural White (walls)

THIS IS
THE LIFE

“I put a lot of energy
into working out what
I wanted from my
kitchen,” says Alicia, the
owner. “I think that effort
has paid off, because it
has just the right amount
of display shelving and
more than enough
storage. My husband
cooks every day and I’m
a keen baker. There are
drawers specifically for
spices, chopping boards
and oils. It really is a
dream to use.”
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Paint colours are reproduced as accurately as printing processes allow.

KITCHEN A robust Dekton surface in marble-look Rem from Cosentino tops the 3150mm island bench, which features American oak legs and drawers
finished in Dulux Black Caviar satin polyurethane. The pale-grey Shaker-style joinery is in Dulux Mcginley and teamed with Henley pulls in Acid Washed Brass
from Hepburn Hardware. Moroccan zellige handmade tiles in Igloo from Surface Gallery. City Stik mixer in Rumbled Brass Organic from Brodware.
Panamawood bar stools and Arteriors ‘Harrison Linear’ chandelier in Heritage Brass, Boyd Blue. Bifold doors custom made using Stegbar Comfort glass. >
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here’s nothing like living
in several houses over a
couple of years to get you
right up to speed with
what works and what
doesn’t, which inclusions
you love and what irritates you daily. So
having moved quite a few times in recent
years, Alicia and Mitch – the owners of
this Sydney home – were crystal clear on
what they sought from their renovation.
Not only that, Alicia came to the project
armed with skills, a stack of research and
a burning desire to create a home that was
tailored to the needs of her family of five.
“I even studied interior design with this
renovation in mind,” she says. “I thought
it was important that I was able to have
valuable input into the design.”
It was Lauren Mahoney, the creative
director of Studio Trio, who worked closely
with Alicia to deliver her a home that
now looks brilliant and, most crucially,
functions beautifully. “Because it was
only built in the 1990s, there wasn’t too
much structural change required,” says
Lauren. “We focused on bringing warmth
and personality to all the living spaces.
The owner was very sure of what she
wanted: nothing fussy and everything as
practical as it could be.”
The result is a home that’s packed with
considered fixtures and clever design
solutions. Take the kitchen, for example:
before renovating, the owner visited the
Cosentino showroom and was won over
by super-durable Dekton. “I’ve seen too
many stone-composite benchtops stain,”
says Alicia. “I took home some Dekton
samples and loaded them up with lily
stamens and curry powder. They passed
the test and I love knowing my benchtops
are pretty much indestructible.” 
>
DINING Antonia Perricone Mrljak’s vivid

artwork adds colour and energy to this space.
A Fold table from Stylecraft is set with Unstrain
chairs from Stylecraft and Potato chairs from
DesignByThem. Venture Plank flooring in
Amendo Herringbone from Havwoods. A
cream Papaya vase and Quinn metal sculpture
from Boyd Blue adorn the bar station that flows
off the kitchen. Rug, Tappeti.
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STAIRS The new steel balustrade for the staircase was made on site by builder

TPS & Co Construction and painted Porter’s Paints Nautilus. The new treads
match the Havwoods timber floor, and LED strip lights run under every third
step to create interest. Walls painted Dulux Natural White. Artwork by Antonia
Perricone Mrljak. KIDS’ BATHROOM Opposite Hikkaki tiles from Artedomus
are used behind the mirrors and paired with terrazzo tiles from Surface Gallery
on the floor and bath surround. Heated towel bars, Thermorail. Tapware and
shower, Brodware. Nuura ‘Miira’ wall lights, Great Dane. Basins, Nood Co.
Kaldewei inset bath, Bathe. Vase, Maison Balzac.

Alicia was also determined to not have
any overhead cabinetry in the kitchen and
definitely no rangehood breaking up the
expanse of gorgeous zellige tiles that she
and Lauren had picked out. “I studied our
options and suggested to Lauren that we
use one of the new Bora extractor systems.
It’s integrated into the bench and the best
thing is we only had to lose one drawer’s
worth of space to accommodate it.”
And rather than having to cut the
splashback tiles, Lauren popped neat
timber ledges under the windows to ensure
everything sat at the right height. She also
made the island a very generous 3150
millimetres in length so the family can
use it for daily meals, homework and, well,
everything. Tucked under the benchtop is
an “i-drawer”, as Alicia calls it, with builtin charging points for iPads and laptops.
Two dishwashers were also included
“because no matter what time of day it is,
there’s always a cup or a lunchbox that
needs washing”. Likewise, the owner opted
for one huge sink in the island. “I could
have had a double sink but I know from
experience that I prefer one big one, where
I can easily soak a whole baking tray.”
Lauren also embraced Alicia’s idea to
turn a disused stretch of wall between the
kitchen and dining areas into a spot that
doubles as a bar area or a tea and coffee
station. “I have drawers specifically sized
to hold tea bags, and I can hide away the
kids’ breakfast cereals and cups,” says
Alicia. “Having this spot prevents the kids
– who are aged eight, six and one – from
wandering through the ‘busy zone’ of the
kitchen while we’re cooking.”
To make the kitchen feel bigger, Lauren
suggested new, full-height glass doors and

she ran the same stone flooring out to the
deck, raising it to the same height as the
kitchen and thereby instantly visually
extending the space. “It has made such
an incredible difference,” says Alicia.
Outside, timber privacy screens not only
block out neighbouring houses, one
extends down into a bench seat that hides
some ugly-but-essential pipework while
the other plays host to a barbecue and
drinks fridge. The question of what to do
about the existing unattractive steel
structural poles was also deftly answered
by Lauren: clad them in timber, too. “They
look so much better now,” she says.
Walls were painted Dulux Natural White
throughout and new floors put down, with
herringbone timber selected for the dining
area. “This spot is visible from the entry,
so the flooring serves to create movement
and interest,” says Lauren.
All of the home’s four bathrooms received
an overhaul, with special attention paid
to the kids’ bathroom. “Alicia had a very
specific request: that the handshower for
the bath be set into the bath surround so
it can retract from view when it’s not being
used,” she says. “I’d never seen that done
before, but I knew we could find a way. It
turned out even better than we expected;
it looks great.” Another smart solution in
this space is its heated vertical towel bars.
“There wasn’t a good spot to run rails, so
space-saving bars were a far better choice.”
So many ingenious inclusions make for
a home that’s simply a dream to live in,
adds Alicia: “We absolutely love it.”  >
Studio Trio, Northbridge, NSW; (02)
9967 3060 or studiotrio.com.au. TPS &
Co Construction, Bankstown, NSW; 0401
370 367 or tpsconstruction.com.au.

“Tucking LED strip lights under every third stair
has transformed their look.” LAUREN MAHONEY, INTERIOR DESIGNER
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DECK To disguise steel

structural poles, Studio Trio
had them clad in western red
cedar to match the slatted
privacy screens. Barbecue,
BeefEater. Integrated fridge
drawer, Fisher & Paykel.
Piper outdoor table and
chairs, DesignByThem.
Glassware, Maison Balzac.
Timber tray, Papaya.
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THE SOURCE
Giving texture top billing can elevate a
home that’s been tailored for family living.
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Produced by Shayne Burton.
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1 Alto 1 wall light in Green and Brass, $169, Beacon Lighting. 2 Ethimo ‘Grand Life’ outdoor armchair,
$4390, Fanuli. 3 Balou round side table, $2788, Janus et Cie. 4 Cali 160mm joinery pulls in Polished
Brass, from $42, Bankston Architectural. 5 Beginnings of Day Two painting by Fleur Stevenson, $2000,
Curatorial+Co. 6 Sparta vase, $199.95, Provincial Home Living. 7 Salt&Pepper ‘Roam’ 22cm round serving
platter in Natural, $54.95, Myer. 8 Monet marble sculpture in medium, $145, Coco Republic. 9 Wyatt

Milan 2200mm buffet, $4145, Contents International Design. For Where to Buy, see page 190.
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